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When he resists change, Holden is fighting the biological clock that eventually will result in old age and death.
The title is most likely the single most important word choice that the author must make. Salinger expresses
his view of society in his novel, The Catch in the Rye. When he compares this to the displays under glass at
the museum, Holden seems to be rejecting life itself. It is continually implied by the presence of Holden's
younger brother's spirit, even though Allie has been dead for about three years. For example, he highly
respects women when it comes to sex. Salinger introduces two other Pencey students in this chapter, each of
whom represent contrasting types of reprehensible behavior. To Holden, this detail represents more than
simply a childhood memory, but actually an inability to separate his past from his present. But once they lose
their innocence, they tend to desire to go back and pretend to be young again. Spencer reads him the essay
Holden wrote on the final exam which he failed. In order to heal, he will have to learn to love again without
fear and without shutting down. Although he sets himself up to ruin his life by quitting school, he cannot
allow Phoebe to follow his same destructive path. New characters are also introduced, some of which impact
him heavily. The trouble is, you wouldn't. He is expelled from three schools before going to Pencey. Holden
comforted Jane when she was distressed, and it bothers him that Jane may have been subjected to sexual
advances from her drunken stepfather or from her date, Holden's roommate, Stradlater. Like Stradlater,
Holden has a narrow focus; however, his self-centered behavior does not center on physical appearance as it
does with Stradlater. James Castle, the Elkton student who committed suicide before the novel begins, seems
to have given Mr. The Catcher in the Rye is an insatiable account of the realities we face daily seen through
the eyes of a bright young man whose visions of the world are painfully truthful, if not a bit jaded. Holden
then realizes he cannot always be the one to save the children. Many readers might leap to conclude, as
Holden does, that Mr. His aspiration to save children from falling off a cliff greatly represents his desire to
save innocence. Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye provides a provocative inquiry into the crude life of a
depressed adolescent, Holden Caulfield. Rather, he sees him as a potential second James Castle. At best, life
around Agerstown is boring. He admits that he lied to Spencer by telling him that he had to go to the gym. He
has a purpose: to protect the young and innocent minds of young children from the "horrors" of adult society.
Life is a game that one plays according to the rules. Salinger, Holden Caufield, the main character is a
negatively charged person, doesn't want himself or others around him to grow up, and suffers from depression
because of his brothers death. A symbol is an object represents an idea that is important to the novel. The two
converse for a while before Mr. He does things purely out of impulse, such as giving Stradlater a half-nelson.
He tells about a speech Ossenburger made to all the Pencey Prep. To the reader, this seems to be a pretty
superficial explanation, but Holden is adamant about his conviction. He pretends to be an adult by drinking
heavily, yet he complains like a child. Salinger created a lot of important passages that would be associated
with what type of message that he was trying to convey to the audience. Although Stradlater cannot even get
her name correct, Holden knows her well, for she lived next door to him several summers ago and they would
play checkers together. D Salinger tells a story of a teenage boy named Holden Caulfield who gets kicked out
from school to school. He talks about how wonderful Allie was in every aspect of life, and then Holden
confesses that he is really the only dumb one in the family. He saves her academic opportunities, but fails to
save his own. Antolini does not see Holden as an object of lust. This title greatly allows for the main character,
Holden Caulfield, to express his feelings towards life and towards human nature. Rather, Mr. He is seventeen
when he tells his story. Catcher in the Rye is a book of many themes of many different types of different
things.


